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GOOD MORNING! 

Welcome to the Thursday Issue 
of Your BetFan Sport Fix. 

Your free daily tips are now available 
and today they’re courtesy of BetFan’s 
Best of The Best, Racing Goldmine, 
The Inside Edge and Selective Advisory 
Service.


CLICK HERE they are ready and 
waiting for you and we wish you the 
best of luck with all todays sports 
betting.


Catch you again tomorrow morning.


Yours In Sport,


The BetFan Group
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Fleetwood Has the Profile To Win This Week By Ian Hudson


Bizarrely it’s the first week of the new US PGA Tour at the Safeway Open but with the 
field not confirmed at the time of writing it’s difficult to identify potential contenders. 
Ryan Moore has had a poor season but he excels on courses that put a premium on 
accuracy over distance so he has a chance at the Silverado Resort in California that 
hosts this week’s event. There are better betting opportunities in the Alfred Dunhill 
Links Championship on the European Tour. 


Moore is the main tip of the week with Golf Rater. This is WIN’s dedicated golf service 
that has produced a return on investment of over 17% since proofing began at the 
start of the year. Subscribers have enjoyed a run of winners including Jordan Spieth at 
16/1 in the Open Championship. You can get all the best golf bets until the end of 
the season at a one-off price of £14.97: CLICK HERE!  


The Safeway Open is the first of the 49 tournaments that contribute to the FedEx Cup 
standings. It all leads to the Tour Championship in 50 weeks in September 2018. 
There is a delay in announcing the confirmed field because the Web.com Tour 
Championship finished on Monday and the end-of-season standings will determine 
who qualifies for the main Tour and is thus eligible for the Safeway Open.
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There is an intriguing tournament in Europe. The Links Championship will be Rory 
McIlroy’s last outing of the season before he takes an extended break. He is a player 
in form after finishing with a 63 in the British Masters last Sunday which left him in 
second place three shots adrift of Paul Dunne. McIlroy is an Open champion so can 
handle links golf. However he could be demob happy and have his mind elsewhere so 
other players with decent skill’s profiles are preferred. 


The Links Championship as the name suggests is played on three links courses in 
east Scotland. Golfers play St Andrews, Kingsbarns and Carnoustie in rotation over 
the first three days and the final round is played at St Andrews on Sunday. It’s also a 
pro-am event so 60 players and 20 teams qualify for the final round at the Home of 
Golf. Rounds can take up to six hours so players must have the temperament to 
cope.


The three host courses are links in nature but vary in design. However, the main skills 
for good scoring are driving distance, greens in regulation and average putts per 
round. The weather can be quite nasty on the east coast of Scotland at this time of 
the year so the week can be a mental and physical struggle and patience is needed to 
get through and contend over the weekend. 


Tommy Fleetwood has an excellent profile and can win this season in Europe for the 
third time. He is miles ahead of Sergio Garcia in the Race to Dubai after the best 
season of his career. He has won at world championship level and was fancied to win 
the British Open at Royal Birkdale. As the local player the pressure was too much in 
his first round be he recovered to post a top 20 finish on a course near his home.


Branden Grace is a links specialist and former champion. In fact he won the event in 
2012 and is two-times winner of the Qatar Masters on a course where wind can be a 
factor. The South African has not won anywhere this year but his skills and course 
experience suggest he can get in the mix. Grace combines distance off the tee with 
accurate iron play and is a good putter so he can contend this week.   


Byeong Hun An won the BMW PGA Championship in 2015 and that is excellent form. 
His form has dipped since then but at his best An is a quality player with the skills to 
contend. He is tall of stature and hits the ball a relatively long way. An controls his 
approach shots and putts well and that gives him a good chance of winning the 2017 
Alfred Dunhill Links Championship.     


Click Here To Join The Golf Rater 
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World Cup Treble That Pays Fifteen-To-One! By Rick Elliott


When England beat Slovakia away from home last September in World Cup qualifying 
it was significant in two ways. Not only was the match Sam Allardyce’s first and last 
match in charge Adam Lallana scored his first goal for England after about 100 tries. If 
that wasn’t a big enough shock for the Slovaks now they have a fixture in Glasgow on 
a cold October night. SCOTLAND are making a late charge for the playoffs and can 
get closer by beating Slovakia tonight at Hampden Park (6/4 with William Hill).


England will beat Slovenia at Wembley and just about qualify for the finals in Russia 
next summer but Northern Ireland are 12/1 to beat Germany ay home. There is an old 
saying that you should never back an away side at odds-on and Germany look way 
too short in the betting. Germany lead the group and Northern Ireland have secured 
second place and only a home win would prevent the current status quo being 
maintained. A DRAW would be a perfectly acceptable result for both parties and that 
outcome can be backed at 4/1 with Ladbrokes. 


The treble on England, Scotland and the Northern Ireland vs Germany draw is the 
standout acca of the night at 15/1 with bet365.


There is a horse called Molineaux running at Warwick today (2.45), in black and gold 
colours. Not only are the owners Wolves fans they also have Thistlecrack in their 
team. The horse is on target to run in the King George V1 Chase at Kempton on 
Boxing Day but all roads lead to the Cheltenham Gold Cup in March. Thistlecrack is 
5/1 with Coral to win the Blue Riband of chasing.


Molineaux is very much League 2 while Thistlecrack is the Premier League. However, 
Colin Tizzard has found the right level and the horse should go close if running up to 
his best form. A handy five pounds weight allowance due to the jockey’s inexperience 
can help MOLINEAUX win today before the excitement of another evening of World 
Cup qualifiers!


The Jumps Season Is Nearly Here - What You Must Do 
To Profit  By Eddie Lloyd


The start of a new season sees new and old alike starting their campaign for their 
respective code. The all-weather season is a little easier to grasp in my opinion 
whereas the jumps season can become a rather complex affair for us punters and 
traders alike.


We have horses that are running for the first time since last spring and on top of, that 
we have changing ground conditions. The bookies usually clean up at this time of the 
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year and straight up punters be warned it’s not the time of year to necessarily be 
agreeing with the market.


However, having said that it can be an absolute profit pit for punters if they do their 
homework. I’ve listed some of the pointers that I look for in a horse when researching 
what to back/trade on. Although fairly obvious at first glance it would be worth noting 
that I ignore the market until I have found such a horse.


You’d be surprised at some of the big prices that can be achieved early on and thus 
resulting in a profitable trade or massive value that will profit you in the long run.


1. Look for horses that have proven to run well after a long lay off. They don’t 
necessarily have had to have won but some that have gone close or placed could well 
be worth backing if running fresh.


2. When researching the night before check the weather forecast. I find the BBC site 
fairly accurate. If the course has declared soft the evening before but the forecast is 
for torrential rain then look for horses that perform well on heavy ground. Back them 
early as the market will react as soon as the rain comes. You could be one step 
ahead.


3. Keep an eye on trainers that have just the one runner and are travelling over 100 
miles to enter the horse. They too will be aware of the weather and if it’s still declared 
at 10pm the night before then they must fancy its chances. Always back this up 
however with your own analysis. This information can sometimes go unnoticed in the 
market especially the night before.


4. Last of all when you see a horse pulled up or unseated rider displayed as either PU 
or UR in the form look a little closer as to what happened. Horses can be dismissed 
by the market rather too quickly for such figures in the form but sometimes if the form 
was half decent before hand they could represent some good value.


So to sum up. Do your homework and you’ll find opportunities out there that can help 
you profit in the long term.


England Will Beat Slovenia At Wembley Tonight By Rick 
Elliott


England have played Slovenia five times and conceded five goals. So on average they 
concede a goal a game to a team 40 places below them in the FIFA world rankings. 
Wales are now the highest ranked British nation and the trend for England is to drop. 
The rankings provide a good form guide which means England should beat Slovenia 
in their World Cup qualifier at Wembley tonight and 3-1 is the potential correct score. 
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It seems to be the same old story with qualification. England breeze through their 
section and are suddenly contenders for the World Cup or European Championships. 
Sooner rather than later it all goes pear-shaped in the matches that matter most. 
Sadly we have seen it all before and Gareth Southgate does not have the nature to 
inspire the nation or its 11 best football players.  

Every time there is a tournament imminent England fans are optimistic. From August 
to May England players look like world beaters and it all goes wrong in June. These 
days England are home from tournaments before the start of July and the business 
end of the tournaments that really count. It’s too simplistic to say England’s best 
players play too many matches. The core of the Belgium national team play in the 
Premier League and they are fifth in the world rankings. The demands of the league 
don’t seem to unduly affect Hazard, De Bruyne and friends. 


There are many examples from past tournaments but in the current era you look at 
Harry Kane. He has been the top scorer in the Premier league for the last two seasons 
and is knocking in the goals again. At Euro 2016 he was hopeless and was struggling 
to get within the corner flag from free kicks just outside the box. Something happens 
when players like Kane play for England in major tournaments and it will happen 
again. Southgate is a civil servant and not enough players qualified for England are 
regulars for their clubs in the Premier League.


England have won four of the five meetings with Slovenia and drawn one, scoring 10 
goals and conceding those five. Both teams have scored in three of those fixtures and 
there have been more than two goals in the same number of matches. The latest 
fixture was the reverse tie in World Cup qualifying which was a goalless draw in 
Slovenia.  England win matches of this nature at Wembley and 3-1 is the most likely 
correct score as history suggests Slovenia will find the net. 


Marcus Rashford and Kane are proven in the Premier League and this must be there 
time. Rashford had his first start for Manchester United in February 2016 but he is 
already an integral part of the United and England first team. He is still a teenager but 
can reach the top of the game and could well play for Barcelona or Real Madrid at 
some stage in his career. It’s about time a player of his calibre produced for England 
at the World Cup…but don’t hold your breath. 


If England avoid defeat against Slovenia they are almost through to the finals in 
Russia next year. In eight group matches they have won six and drawn two, scoring 
16 goals and conceding just 3. England have the best attacking and defensive record 
in the group but it’s a poor section and even Scotland can still qualify. The three 
points will inevitably be secured at Wembley but the result will not tell us much about 
how England will get on when the serious stuff begins. 
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We all love racing winners and now you have the opportunity to 
get in on up to 3 of the best horse racing selections thanks to 
the brand new BetKudos “Winners Galore” service. 

The aim of “Winners Galore” is to put you in control of your betting and make your 
racing day experiences much more exciting and ultimately more profitable.


To do this the team at BetKudos put our heads together with a professional bettor and 
developed the “Winners Galore Strategy.” A unique system created to deliver you up 
to 3 horses to back each day as win or each way bets.


For a welcomed change we wanted to share a great service where no punter is 
excluded!


That's right, if you're looking for up to 3 top racing bets a day then “Winners Galore“ 
is well worth your immediate attention.
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WINNERS GALORE… 

1 - A Horse Racing Service Powered By BetKudos SMS Direct To Your Phone! 

2 - Created By And EXCLUSIVE To BetKudos! 

3 - Great For Both Casual & Serious Bettors! 

4 - Up To 3 Quality WIN Or Each Way Selections On Betting Days! 

5 - No Obligation To Accept Or Pay For Selections! 

6 - Tried, Tested And Proven Over A Solid 4 Months! 

7 - Low Cost Registration of Just £1.00!
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Winners Galore successfully proofed over 4 solid months and made a very 
healthy +327.94 Points Profit. A massive return on investment of nearly 70% and 
for readers who like plenty of winners the strike rate has been near on 50%. 

Can you see why we decided to call it WINNERS GALORE? 

Do YOU want in on the ACTION? 

Getting Started With Winners Galore… 

All you have to pay today is a £1.00 admin fee to register your interest as a member. 
This low payment will set up your Winners Galore account.


This payment will also allow you to get the next 3 days where we have selections 
as a thank you and at NO EXTRA COST! 

If there is a selection for the day you will be sent a SMS text message to your phone.


Whenever possible this message will be sent the night before the racing to allow you 
to get on at the best price. However, this can’t always be guaranteed so information 
later in the day will be sent by mid morning on the day of the race.


If we do have a selection you will always be given the opportunity to either ACCEPT 
the selection or NOT.


You do not have to accept every bet. This gives you the chance to accept bets only 
on days that are suitable to you.


Winners Galore will be offering up to a maximum of THREE Selections a day however 
most days will only see one or two.


If you accept the selections you will be billed £2 plus VAT per selection. So the 
maximum you will be billed is £6.00 on any single day.


So on a day with one tip you will be charged £2.00, two tips £4.00 and three tips 
would be the maximum charge of £6.00.


However remember that the first three days bets YOU ACCEPT will be FREE as part 
of your initial £1.00 admin fee.


IMPORTANT NOTE - Winners Galore Selections will ONLY be delivered via Text 
SMS Message to your phone. 
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Register today for just £1.00 and experience Winners Galore in all its glory. 
Simply click on the button below to get started… 

Thanks for your interest in "Winners Galore" join us today and get the first-mover 
advantage on the days very best bets.


Best Wishes,


BatKudos & Winners Galore


PS. Don't hesitate a moment longer. CLICK HERE to Register Today for just 
£1.00 and get 3 days of selections included with no obligation to continue!
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